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Kimimaro uses his henkai kekkei. Kekkei genkai (⾎継限界, literally means: Blood boundary) is a DNA abnormality that allows the owner to use unique methods. Kekkeya Genkai's name describes both the anomaly and the technique obtained. Most kekkei genkai are transmitted between clan generations,
the exception is hashirama Senju Forest Release. In addition, most people inherit only one kekkei genkai, but May Terumi is known to have two. Generally speaking, there are three types of kekkei genkai: Dōjutsu are unique eyes with special susceptible abilities such as X-ray vision or sharp attention to
detail. Some dōjutsu, such as Fraidugan, have been present since birth, while others, such as Sharingan, will not awaken until specific conditions are met. Dōjutsu, which are consistently inherited within a particular family, such as the Giumga Radana clan and the Uchiha clan, often become synonymous
with the clan. Nature's advanced transformation combines two main natures in order to create a new one, such as water and wind, to make ice or fire and earth to make lava. Although often used more than one nature, in fact, their combination requires kekkei-genkay. While some natures are commonly
associated with a particular clan, such as ice with the Yuki clan, others are found inside people without known relationships, such as lava used by natives of Iwagakuure, Kirigakuure and Kumogakuure. Some kekkei genkai provide their users with unmatched ways to use their own bodies. Twin brothers
Sakon and Ukon can unite their own or the bodies of unrelated people. Kimimaro Shikotsumyaku allows him to freely manipulate his bones, such as growing an extra spine for him to possess like a whip. Yugo's body passively absorbs natural energy, allowing it to use senjitsu without requiring any
training. Kekkei genkai make its users much more powerful than the average shinobi. In times of war, they are deadly on the battlefield, and are often deployed to turn the tide of battle. They are very effective in this regard, but it usually poses questions for them after the conflict ends: survivors of battle,
witnesses or that lost loved ones to kekkei genkai users come to fear and hate them for their actions. They are persecuted because of their abilities, forcing them into the lower blobs of society or chasing them into hiding. Even villages that employ them can stigmatize them by relying on them in combat
situations, but despite their actual survival. Even though individuals with kekkei genkai misjudged, the actual kekkei genkai remains desirable by many. Kumogakuure, for example, made various attempts to steal Yiakugan. The Hugues clan took steps to keep Eyakugan secret, initially obliging members of
his industry families to sacrifice their own for members of his main family, and in addition, brandishing branch members in order to destroy them byakugan when they die. Despite these guarantees, Ao from Kirigakuure was able to get Byakugan and he goes to great lengths to make sure he can't be turned



back. When trying to transfer kekkei genkai to others, dōjutsu are the easiest to work with; the recipient simply has to be implanted with it. If the recipient does not have a genetic predisposition to dōjutsu, using it will require far more chakra than is required for natural users. To transform the nature of
Kekkei genkai, hashirama Senju's only forest release was shown trying to be reproduced in others: Orochimaru attempted to recreate Wood Release by changing the DNA of the subjects' tests, succeeding only with Yamato; [1] Kabuto Yakushi improved Hashira's transplants, which could be implanted in
others by providing them with Wood Release; Madara Uchiha has developed a substance that, when used artificial limbs, allows limited use of Wood Release. For genkay corporal kecke, transferring or reproducing them appears to be extremely difficult: to acquire Kimimaro Shikotsumyaku, Orochimaru
planned to simply take over Kimimaro's body, a plan he had to abandon when Kimimaro's body was discovered to die. If a person can't access kekkei genkai directly, they can try to use it instead through the original user kekkei genkai. Sassoli could access the third release of the Casecaju magnet
through a human puppet made from Casecaju's body. Orochimaru and Kabuto use an unclean world of reincarnation to revive the dead - complete with whatever kekkei genkai they owned during their lifetime - that are completely under their control. Kabuto is also developing a method to create
meaningless copies of kekkei genkai users it generates as needed. [2] Kekkei Genkai Boil Release List The main article: Boil Release Boil Release (沸遁, Futton, Viz: Vapour Style) is the transformation of the nature of the hencay keckey, a combination of fire and water. While most kekkei genkai are
mostly identical between users, boiling release has different forms depending on who uses it. Byakugan Main article: Byakugan The Byakugan (⽩眼, literally means: White Eye, Meaning (Viz): All Seeing White Eye) is a kekkei genkai gyojutsu originating from the Odotsuki clan. After Otsutsuki settled on
Earth,[3] Miyakugan became more likely to associate with the Hugues clan,[4] descendants of Otsuki. It is regarded as one of the Three Great Dōjutsu, the others by Sharingan and Rinnegan. [5] Crystal Release The main article: Crystal Release Crystal Release (晶遁, Sion, English TV: Crystal Style) is a
rare nature that can only be seen in anime. Dark Release Home article: Dark Release Dark Release (冥遁, Maiton, Wiz: Style Of Hue) is a combined transformation of nature kekkei which can be used for the absorption, manipulation and chakras taken from the opponent. Chiruko used techniques of this
nature because of a mark on his left hand. This mark resembles two diamonds, one overlapping the other. The chakra is absorbed through the upper square, while it stands out and manipulates through the bottom. Release Blast Home article: Explosion Release Blast Release (爆遁, Bacauton, Wiz: Style
Explosion) is a transformation of nature Kekkei genkai, suggested to be a combination of earth[6] and lightning. [Notes 1] In 2009, 100 Explosion Release users encrypted an explosive chakra in combat. Iburi Clan's Kekkei Genkai Home article: Kekkei Henkai Clan Iburi This unique Quekkei genkai owns
members of the Ibury clan, allowing them to turn their bodies, either partially or completely, into smoke for various purposes. While in the shape of smoke the user becomes impermeable to damage and can use this trait to get an opportunity in combat, such as allowing weapons to slip through them
without any consequences. However, if required, they can still interact with physical objects. Ice Release Home article: Ice Release Ice Release (氷遁, Hyōton, Viz: Ice Style) is a nature transformation of kekkei genkai, a combination of water and wind. [7] The Yuki Clan feared for the power of its ice
release,[8] forcing its members into hiding to escape persecution. [9] Jōgan Main article: Jōgan The Jōgan is a unique gyojutsu known only to the Tsutsuki clan,[10] whose members claim to be troublesome and that it is a force heavily inherited from their clan. [11] The dōjutsu manga has no particular
appearance with barely noticeable pupil. [12] When it is depicted in anime, dōjutsu is blue with darkened sclera and visible pupil. [13] The Jūgo Kekkei Genkai Clan Main article: The Yugo Kekkei Genkai Kekkei Henkai Clan of Juro is an instinctive ability that allows its members to absorb and use natural
energy without any training in the Sendjutsu. Due to persistent but constant consumption of natural energy, they are prone to mental instability, sporadically experiencing sudden and uncontrollable calls for murder. The lord's body can also emit special fluids that, with the help of The Sandjutsu Chakra,
allow them to transform parts of their bodies. Ketsuryūgan Main article: Ketsuryūgan The Ketsuryūgan (⾎⿓眼, literally means: Blood Dragon Eye), is a dōjutsu that appears in some individuals of the Chinoike clan. Ketsuryūgan is recognized for its reddy color, giving a special look to users of this dōjutsu,
characterized as eye holders as red as blood. His power earned him comparisons to the Three Great Dojutsu. Kekkei Genkai Clan Kurama Home article: Kekkei Genkai Kurama Clan Rare feature of kuram clan. Every few generations a member will be born with an incredible talent for genjutsu. Clan
Member in this area is so absolute that even without proper training their genjutsu is simply overwhelming. In addition, genjutsu is so powerful that it makes the brain believe in everything that happens to the victim, to the point where genjutsu physically harms the victim's body in the same way they
predicted. This terrifying ability allows a clan member to potentially kill his opponents genjutz. Release bench Home article: Lava Release Lava Release (溶遁; 熔遁, Yoton, English TELEVISION: Corrosive Style or Lava Style) is a transformation of the nature of the Kökkei genkay, a combination of fire and
earth. While most kekkei genkai are mostly identical between users, Lava Release has different forms depending on who uses it. Magnet Release The main article: Magnet Release Magnet Release (磁遁, Jiton, Viz: Magnet Style) is a nature transformation of kekkei genkai, proposed to be a combination
of wind and earth. [Notes 2] In the 2009 200 Magnet Release, users generate the magnetic force they use to other substances for different purposes. Mangekyō Sharingan Home article: Mangekyō Sharingan The Mangekyō Sharingan (万華鏡写輪眼, literally means: Kaleidoscope Copy Wheel Eye) is an
extended form of Sharingan that has only been activated by a handful of Uchiha. [14] They are marked as heavenly eyes that see the truth of all creation without interference (天壌の理を掌握せし瞳, tenjō no kotowari o shōakuseshi hitomi). [15] Mud Release Mud Release (泥遁, Dayton) is a
transformation of kekkeya Genkai's nature, a combination of water and earth. Because these same natures are used to create Wood Release, and because Wood Release is so famous, few have ever heard of mud release, to the fact that Hadan initially believes that its very existence is a lie. Kekkei
Genkai Ranmaru Home article: Kekkei Genkai Ranmar Rankai Ranmar Had dōjutsu kekkei genkai, which, when activated, causes his eyes to glow red. This gives him abilities such as penetrative vision as well as the ability to thwart dōjutsu such as Fighting, which his own dōjutsu was similar to. Kökkei
Henkai Rinha Clan Main article: Kekkei Henkai Rinha Clan Kökkei Henkai Rinha clan allows them to absorb human chakra and duplicate their appearance and memories. Rinnegan Main article: Rinnegan Rinnegan (輪廻眼, literally means: Saṃsāra Eye) is the most uplifting eye among the Three Great
Dojitsu, others — Exchanges and Byakugan. It is said that in times of disarray, whoever possesses Rinnegan is sent from heaven to become either the God of Creation, which will soothe the world, or the God of destruction, which will bring everything to nothing. Ringegan is characterized by concentric
circles covering the eyeball. [17] Kekkei Henkai Rüzetsu Main Article: Kekkei Genkai This unnamed kekkei genkai apparently allows the user to reincarnate Ninjutsu because it allowed Rüzetz to perform the technique of reincarnation of dragon life. He was only seen in Naruto Film: Blood Prison and
Rüzetsu was the only known user. Other details, such as whether it was commonplace or rare, and whether any other technique with its use can be performed, are unknown. Sakkon and Kekki Genkai Ukon Home article: Sakkon and Kökkei Henkai Saccon and Ucon unnamed Kökkei genkay gives them
a unique ability to break their bodies down to a molecular level. The two brothers typically use this ability to share the same body, but can also use it to team up with the bodies of others and destroy host cells from within. When Sakon needs help, Ucon can withdraw some parts of his body to assist Sakon
in blocking or attacking. Ucon's arms and legs can come out of Sakon's hands to increase the strength and quantity to his physical attacks. Scorch Release Home article: Scorch Release Scorch Release (灼遁, Shakuton, Wiz: Scorch Style) is a nature transformation of kekkei genkai. When Sasuke
Uchiha and Naruto Uzumaki combine their fire and wind techniques, the resulting technique is called Scorch Release, [18] suggesting that these are its components of nature. Sharingan Home article: Sharingan The Sharingan (写輪眼, literally means: Copy Eye Wheel, Value (Viz): Mirror Eye Wheel) is a
dōjutsu kekkei genkai clan of Uchiha that appears selectively among its members. [19] It is regarded as one of the Three Great Dōjutsu, while the others are Fraidugan and Rinnegan. [20] Shikotsumyaku Main article: Shikotsumyaku Shikotsumyaku (屍⾻脈, literally: Dead Bone Pulse, meaning (Viz):
Macabre Bone Pulse) is a Keckean genkai that gives it the ability to manipulate its own bones. This very rarely manifests itself inside members of the Kaguya clan, of which Kimimaro was the last survivor. Steel Release The main article: Steel Release Steel Release (鋼遁, Kōton, Viz: Steel Style) is a
combined transformation of kekkei genkai nature. It is not known what elements this character entails. Storm Release Home article: Storm Release Storm Release (嵐遁, Mornington, Wiz: Gail Style or Storm Style) is a transformation of Kekkey Genkai's nature, a combination of lightning and water. It is
used by several tire from Kumogakuure,[21] especially Daruya. Swift Release Home article: Swift Release Swift Release (迅遁, Jinton, Viz: Quick Style) is a combined transformation of Kekkei genkai nature that can be used to move at an incredible rate, becoming nothing but a blur when on the move.
Therefore, taizyutsu becomes ineffective if the opponent is not fast enough. Tenseigan Home article: Tenseigan The Tenseigan (転⽣眼, literally means: Reincarnation of the Eyes) is a dōjutsu featured in the latest: Naruto Movie. V.O. The novelization explains that Tenseigan can be purchased when
Tzzutsuki is implanted with Miyakugan Hyūga: this combination of chakra of two clans turns Miyakugan into Tenseigan. Release of Typhoon Main article: Typhoon Release Typhoon Release (颱遁, Tayton, English TELEVISION: Typhoon Style) is a transformation of the nature of Kekkeya Genkai, which
consists at least of the transformation of wind nature. This seems to be essentially a stronger form of Wind Release, involving the creation of vortexes that unite the user's environment. Its only known user is Nowaki. Tree Release Home article: Wood Release Tree (⽊遁, Mokuton, Viz: Wood Style) is a
transforming nature of Kekkei genkai, a combination of Earth and the release of water. [22] It was known as Hashirama Senju, and in fact, as it is known, naturally occurred in no one else, leading to what it is considered impossible to use without having its cells. [23] Because of the power and versatility of
the Wood Release, there were various efforts to recreate it after Hashir's death. Inspiration The concept of special ninja techniques limited by inheriting bloodshed may have been inspired in part by Futaro Yamada's works, which greatly influenced later images of ninjas in fiction. Specifically, Kōga Ninja
Scrolls (甲賀忍法帖, Kōga Ninpōchō), published in 1959, contained a pair of warring ninja clans that, through selective breeding, produced ninjas with different deformities, mutations and special abilities, even dōjutsu. General see also notes ↑ Since the land release is listed to be a component of Lava
Release (along with fire), magnet release (along with wind) and tree release (along with water), lightning release is the only element available to combine with Earth Release. ^ Race has wind, water and Earth release. Wind and water create ice, water and earth creates wood, so the only possible
combination left to release the magnet is the Wind and Earth Release. References ↑ Naruto Chapter 291, pages 15-16 ↑ Naruto Chapter 585, page 6 ↑ Naruto Chapter 671, page 9 ↑ Naruto Chapter 78 ↑ Sha No Sho, page 313 ↑ Naruto Chapter 361, page 13-14 ↑ Naruto Chapter 316, page 8 Naruto
Chapter 522, page 2 ↑ Naruto Chapter 29, page 10 ↑ Boruto episode 15 ↑ Boruto episode 65 ↑ Boruto Chapter 19 , page 5 ↑ Boruto episode 1 ↑ Naruto Chapter 224, pages 7-8 ↑ Third data book, pages 274-275 ↑ Naruto Chapter 373, page 2 ↑ Sha no Sho, page 313 ↑ Naruto Chapter 634, page 16 ↑
Naruto Chapter 12, page 7 ↑ Third databook, page 313 Naruto Chapter 612, page 6 ↑ Naruto Chapter 316, page 6 ↑ Boruto episode 159
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